
Our company is hiring for a technology strategy manager. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for technology strategy manager

Confidence in strategic oversight for a complex body of work including the
ability to appreciate the concerns of many, paint the picture of a long term
plan that meets business objectives and an action-orientation to break plans
down into time-bound efforts that the organization can execute flawlessly
Ability to influence at senior executive levels in a highly matrixed environment
Lead business work stream(s) to drive change and ensure alignment to the
strategic objectives, including realization of benefits from initiatives
Supports portfolio of investments
Responsible for collecting regular feedback from the users, clients and
operational team to inform the product roadmap
Responsible for maintaining product documentation including overviews,
demo materials, archived requirements and roll-out summary
Responsible for ensuring business requirements are systematically captured
to a high standard and visible to the wider organization
Accountable for tracking the product performance including up-time, usage
statistics, issues and risks
Provide analysis and recommendations to the operational teams for solution
upgrades and replacements
Proactively seek understanding and knowledge of their product roadmap and
its impact on GBT

Qualifications for technology strategy manager

Example of Technology Strategy Manager Job
Description
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For the delivery of TS projects involving the delivery VP's area, monitor and
report on holistic portfolio status (addressing project health, scope, timelines,
financials) by closely working with the PMO Portfolio Director who is
responsible for the area's project portfolio (and when relevant, Program
Delivery Executives responsible for Tier 1 & 2 Programs)
Undergraduate degree, MBA desirable
Drive GAML's annual strategy and overall planning process to establish
priorities
Identify strategic, multi-year priorities (including 'boulders') and plans
Maintain a deep understanding of Enterprise Enabling Technology Solution
strategies and priorities, proactively considering impact on - and providing
input on behalf of - GAML as necessary


